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Introduction
Worrying underlying trends in young people’s interest
in science and science-based technologies were highlighted
by an European Union High Level Group report (2004). Two
major concerns were expressed - whether science education
was addressing the needs of society and promoting the
interest needed in science and technology, both within the
school and in everyday life, and also whether teachers and
teacher educators were guilty of presenting a poor image
of science.
However, little attention has been paid to how students
view science having completed their studies of science
subjects in school. In particular little attention has been paid
to the appreciation of the nature of science coming from
teaching of science subjects in school (Holbrook, 1998).
Views of the Nature of Science (NoS) has been
researched among scientists, teachers and students (ElKhalick and Lederman, 2000; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett and
Simmons, 2002; Bell and Lederman, 2003; Sadler and Zeidler,
2004; Chen, 2006). The goal of such studies has been to
describe these views in philosophical terms, rather than
towards a style of teaching or the need for greater emphasis
on student involvement in the learning process. The studies
identified key components of NoS. These aspects include
understanding that scientific knowledge is tentative (subject
to change) empirically based (based on and /or derived from
observation of the natural world); subjective (influenced by
scientists’ background, experiences and biases); partly the

seen as outstanding students in an
academic sense, but who may cover
a range of age groups from 18
upwards. The research sets out to
determine their views on the nature
of science based on their learning at
secondary school and influences that
may come from society. Essays
written by 58 students were
analysed. Using a
phenomenographical approach,
categories describing undergraduate
students views were found.
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product of human imagination and creativity (involves the invention of explanations); and socially
and culturally embedded. (Yager and Weld, 1999; Chen, 2006; Khishfe and Lederman, 2006).
The promotion of NoS within schools has been considered to be a component of two major
factors. The first relates to conceptual learning, especially whether this is higher order (Zoller,
2001) and attempts to build up a fundamental framework around the big ideas and theories
promoted by scientists. The second examines the manner in which scientists work and considers
this through a variety of approaches related to process skills. Among these are inquiry learning,
the investigatory approach, the development of problem solving skills, or simply through
experimentation in which students follow written instructions (Tytler, Duggan and Gott, 2001).
This study is more on the implication of an understanding of NoS on further learning and
views held which are taken into society. Much research has emphasized scientific literacy as a goal
for science education and often related this to an understanding of NoS, or to NoS plus socioscientific reasoning (NRC, 1996). Less research has been directed towards the nature of science
education (NSE) as a wider entity encompassing the goals of education as a whole, the need to
consider the relevance of science education and addressing the important of inter-disciplinarity in
the teaching of science. And there has been little research on the impact of school studies on the
impact of learning at the tertiary level related to the nature of science. Laugksch and Spargo
(1996) and El-Khalick (1996) showed that undergraduate students held poor view on the Nature
of Science, but there are no studies on the impact of this on tertiary level learning, especially by
non-science major students.
The goals of the study were:
• To identify non-science major undergraduate students views concerning the relationship
between the nature of science and how those are interrelated to science taught at
school (the nature of science education).
• To identify how undergraduate students distinguish the nature of scientific work related
to delineation of science from pseudoscience.
• To determine whether, and how, an undergraduate level philosophy of science course
influences students’ views of the nature of science.
The following research questions were put forward:
• What kind of views of NoS do students hold?
• Is there any relationship between school science education and the reactions of students
towards science?
• Can we determine the influence of an undergraduate science philosophy course on
students’ views of NoS?
Methodology of Research
The population of this study comprised 58 fourth year tertiary students (first year at master‘s
level), all from the same private Estonian University specializing in non-science areas. From the
sample, 21% were studying psychology, 17% marketing and 62% law. The student’s background
differed greatly - 32% had no working experience, whereas 68% had working experiences in
different areas. There was 30% male and 70% female students. The year of graduating from
secondary school varied from 4 years ago to 8 years (87%); 13% graduated more than 10 years
ago.
All students undertook a compulsory course in the philosophy of science. The aim of this
course was to develop student’s understanding of contemporary science. Stress was put on the
relation between the needs of a rapidly changing society and modern science, especially
postmodernism. As such, the philosophy of science course contained topics like knowledge and
power, truth in a traditional and postmodern view, positivist and postmodern interpretations of
scientific progress and discussions about scientific method.
Data for this study were collected immediately after the completion of the philosophy of
science course, although this was before the end-of-course examination. The reasons for this
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were that the attitudes of the students were predicted to be negative towards further tasks
related to the course after the examination and also it could prove difficult to involve the students
in the study. For the study, the students were asked to be experts to help develop ideas for a real
educational need. All answers were personalized (names given) but not marked as part of the
course. They were required to write an essay based on the following:
‘School science has become more and more unpopular among school students. Students are
interested in horoscopes, UFOs, witches and their souls. Imagine the situation that you are the
teacher who wants to convince students of the need to learn science and the power of a
correct understanding of the nature of science’.

They were asked to design the course for school students, geared to the promotion of an
understanding of the nature of science’. They were asked to describe the course and given 30
minutes to complete the task.
The task was grounded on the following research conclusions:
1. Students are likely to be more interested in science learning when topics are perceived
as being more relevant for them (Fensham, 2004).
2. Students are interested in extraordinary phenomena and pseudoscientific issues
(Sjøberg, 2002).
3. Non-science students hold poor understanding about the nature of science (WatersAdams, 2006).
4. Many educators see potential benefits in instructional practices that differentiates
science from pseudoscience by comparing and contrasting the methodology utilized to
develop knowledge claims (Mattheus, 1998; Martin, 1994).
Results of Research
The essays from the 58 students were very varied. Some were a list of topics, others were a
complete story with well reasoned statements. All essays were read through by researchers
several times and independently by another person. The analysis was carried about by considering
different components.
The table below identified the dominant views expressed by the participants in their essays
(students often indicated more than one view and hence the total of student frequencies is
greater than 58). Views were combined to create the descriptors indicated in the table. Some
descriptors have overlap, for example, descriptor 2 and descriptor 4, where both may include
experimentation in the school science laboratory, but presented in different contexts.
Table 1. Descriptors of the student’s views on the NoS.
No.

Descriptor of views

Student
frequency

% of total
mentions

1.

Inclusion of a socio-scientific issue and/or socio-scientific decision making

6

4.7

2.

Vision of science equal to school science subjects

22

17.0

3.

Nature of science reproduced from course lectures at undergraduate level

17

13.2

4.

Nature of science means science method/ experimentation in the laboratory
(school or research facilities by scientists)

19

14.6

5.

Emphasise or explain a link between science and technology

7

5.4

6.

Place/need of science to be found within the society

4

3.1
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No.

Descriptor of views

7.

Science seen as made up of the classical sub-division of biology,

8.

chemistry and physics
Describe pedagogical approaches to be applied within the school

9.

Student
frequency

% of total
mentions

16
5

12.4
3.9

Explain the need for studying science from psychological aspects

6

4.7

10.
11.

Promoting pseudoscience illustrating confused views of science
Mistaken views of the nature of science (conceptual errors, approach errors)

8
9

6.2
7.0.

12.

Put forward definitions of science

10

7.8

129

100

Total number of mentions of descriptors

The essays were also considered as a whole from the point of view of coherence in the logic
put forward. The logic was determined by the manner in which the essay was introduced and the
actions given, related to solving of the task. Each action was expected to be justified and lead
towards the final conclusion. The ideas expounded by the essay were expected to be clearly
indicated as this was seen as an indicator of understanding of the task given.
This was identified based on 4 aspects as shown in the table below:
Table 2.

Descriptors of logic on which essays based.
Descriptor of the logic exhibited in the essay

Frequency

% students

a.

logical based on social issues

6

10.3

b.

logical based on the outcomes from the undergraduate course followed

15

25.9

c.
d.

sometimes logical based on (a) or (b) but not completely
poor logic or coherence in the essay

24
13

41.4
22.4

Interpretation
From table 1 it appears that 5 descriptors (descriptors 2, 4, 7, 8 and 12) were linked with an
image of school science with an overall frequency of 72 mentions (56% of the total). On the other
hand, only 1 descriptor (descriptor 3 – 13% of mentions) was identified as coming directly from the
recently taught course on the philosophy of science. Descriptors 5, 6 and 10 (15% of mentions) can
mostly probably be linked with social experiences outside of school.
From table 2 it appears that only one third of students (36.2%) presented their ideas logically
Social-issue related essays included aspects from both science and society and the coherence
was built up towards everyday life. The students who followed the logic of the undergraduate
course tended not to expand their ideas outside the framework of the course. We may predict that
the latter students have not gained the skill to link taught courses and applications to social needs
(to promote school education). These students transferred ideas that had been part of the taught
course to other situations without modification or taking into consideration its relevance. The logic
was largely unclear in essays included in aspects c and d, but where the logic was clear in parts of the
essay coming through statements, the ideas were directly related to school science.
From the findings, 5 categories were constructed. These are described in table 3.
The first category was by those students consider the value of socio-scientific issues which were
used as a starting point for science learning. The nature of science is part of the science process and
cannot be taught in isolation from the context. This category was labelled exhibiting multidimensional
literacy.
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For example, one student started his essay by suggesting students have read from the newspapers
about bird flu and the type of risks this give to the population. The student noted that because
of this many people avoided eating chicken meat in Estonia. Starting from this scenario indicates
that this writer seems to understand that science does not directly point out the risk.

In the second category, science was portrayed as being the same as school science. Here examples
form school science textbooks were stated such as how Mendeleev discovered the Periodic Table.
School science experiments were described and scientific method was explained as carrying out
experiments based on instructions. Science was broken down in to Biology, Chemistry and/or Physics.
New branches of science such as molecule biology or gene technology were not mentioned. The
word science was promoted in the context of school science (identifiable because of the use of
different word for science in the Estonian language for school science and academic science)
For example, in explaining the nature of science there is a need to do many experiments.
Student should do experiments to be convinced that earlier findings were correct.

Students in category III put forward arguments using knowledge gained from the undergraduate
course on the philosophy of science. They explained what was meant by theory, law and fact,
brought examples from the course in which for example, pictures could be seen as difference from
different perspectives (the old lady or the young woman). They gave a definition of the meaning of
pseudoscience and referred to philosophers such as Kuhn and Popper.
For example, one should explain to students what is meant by law and what is meant by theory.
Horoscopes are not theory, law nor fact and therefore they are not scientific.

Students in category IV wished to convince students not to waste time on non – scientific
phenomena such as horoscopes. The essay was dominated by examples of pseudoscience and there
was perceived the danger that this may guide students to become interested in this area. The essays
were usually not logical and were discussion-related with no clear guidance on how to promote ‘real’
science
For example, let students discuss whether UFOs exist and to guide students to bring examples
into the classroom.

Essays in the last category were generally poor and had little by way of a message. There were
mistaken scientific views expressed. Students put forward a collection of ideas, but these ideas lack
coherence and said little about the meaning of science.
In some cases there were scientific mistakes.
For example distinguishing between theories and laws and what is meant by fact.

Table 3.
Category
I
II

Descriptors of categories.
Descriptor

% students

Exhibiting multidimensional scientific literacy.
Science equals school science

10.3
31.0

III

Views repeating those from under-graduate course

25.9

IV
V

Advocating non-pseudoscience
Non-logical presentation with possible mistakes

10.3
22.4
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The validity of these categories was checked by independent experts who were asked to
identify suitable categories and then group students into the categories put forward. The correlation
between the experts was found to be 80%. Categories I, II and III were shown to be statistically
significantly different. Categories IV and V require further research considering other factors not
exhibited in the current study.
These categories were compiled based the dominant view plus other views expressed. The
frequency of the responses by students is given in the table below:
Table 4.

Frequencies of views related to each category.

Category No. of
students
I
II

6
18

III
IV
V

Dominant Frequency
view

Other
Views

Frequency

Other
Views

Frequency

Other
Views

Frequency Dominant
aspect

1
2

6
18

5
12

4
5

6
8

2
5

-

-

a
c

15

3

15

7

6

12

5

-

-

b

6
13

10
4

6
12

9
7

2
10

11
11

4
5

2

4

b/c
d

This table points out the number of students grouped in each of the categories and the frequency
of descriptors of dominant and additional views (the content of the given descriptors are indicated in
table 1). For example, category II groups 18 students holding views on “Science equals school science”,
each having the dominant view “the vision of science is equal to school science subjects”. In this
category 12 students also included a view associated with “putting forward definitions of science”
while 8 students included the description of pedagogical approaches to be applied within the school) as
being essential. The dominant aspect, indicated in the last column, describes the logic exhibited in the
students’ essays (see Table 2).
Discussion
It was interesting to note the different views expressed, even though all these students had shied
away from the study of science and could therefore be considered as views brought forward into
adulthood based on learning in school linked to everyday experiences.
The emphasis of the descriptors mentioned was strongly towards school science, where the
nature of science has been presented through a limited vision without links between science and
technology and to future careers. Similar outcomes from studying teacher’s views were found by ElKhalick and Lederman (2000).
Category I
The goal of science education is scientific literacy and whether these students could be considered
scientific literate would depend on their responses to the question.
One component of scientific literacy is an understanding of the nature of science. By determining
the ideas on the nature of science, it might be possible to interpret the students’ literacy levels in the
area of science.
Based on these findings only the first category shows of some form of scientific literacy.
Category II
The largest number of students equated science with the science being taught in school. These
students described the processes from their school and came up with the common ideas they had
experienced. The brought examples that science is aspects such as atomic theory and thus the nature
of science is related to understanding of such models.
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Category III
Students gave data which was heavily related to the undergraduate course they had just received.
A further study would be need to determine whether their understanding of their nature of science
was present or whether they were simply memorising aspects from the course and repeating this for
the essay.
Not withstanding the comments above, the study shows that was very little influence coming
through from the taught course of the philosophy of science. In this course the nature of science was
an integral part of the teaching yet none the students placed within category C gave any views on this
aspect of the course.
Category IV
These students had difficulty in distinguishing the nature of science, although they recognised
that pseudoscience is not science.
This group tried to build their arguments around pseudoscience phenomena e.g. horoscopes. If
students read horoscopes, different horoscopes tell different stories depending on the author and
hence horoscopes are not products of science. However they did not attempt to explain what is
science.
Category V
Students put forward a collection of ideas, but these ideas lack coherence and said little about the
meaning of science.
In some cases there were scientific mistakes, e.g. distinguishing between theories and laws and
what is meant by fact.
The course on philosophy of science seemed to have little impact in changing students views on
their way of thinking about the nature of science or how science should be presented to school
students. Even where the course components came strongly through, they tended to be stated, but
not explained. The overall approach put forward by students in their essays was similar to a teachercentred approach shown by many teachers and which has been heavily criticised by Zeidler, Walker,
Ackett and Simmons (2002). One could argue whether tertiary level courses are able to promote the
level of scientific literacy that students had gained on leaving school. If true this is of major concern as
it implies that school has a strong lasting effect on student views which are carried in to adulthood.
Driver (1985) has pointed out how difficult it is to change student views. It is strongly indicated that
views coming from school science block the development of wider views on the nature of science.
Hence this study shows the importance of knowing previously held views by students related to
the nature of science as these will give an important indicator on how to make the course more
effective in playing a positive society impact.
Conclusion
This being the case, the school obviously has not paid enough attention to this aspect. From the 58
students, it appears that 50 students have a very limited understanding of the nature of science. The
students came up with very divergent views. The dominant view is that science is the science as taught
in school. The views put forward in the undergraduate course were largely seen as unrelated to the
requirements of this task.
This tends to indicate the strong link between the teaching in school and the views that are then
held on the nature of science after leaving school. And these views seem to be quite resistant to
change.
This study showed the strong link between the teaching of science in school and the views held by
students on the nature of science. The idea that science is content or experimentation only is very
strong and the views that there is a tentativeness about science, that ingenuity and creativity play a
role in the development of science are poorly understood.
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This study tried to finds out different view about science held by students. Based on this study, the
course called philosophy of science should be redesigned to promote meaningful understanding about
the nature of science among students. It would seem that there is a need for greater interaction and
discussion on the nature of science.
Note. This research has been supported by an Estonian Foundation grant no. 6716 and by basic funding
from the Estonian Ministry of Education.
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Ðåçþìå

ÏÎÍÈÌÀÍÈÅ ÑÓÙÍÎÑÒÈ ÍÀÓÊÈ ÑÒÓÄÅÍÒÀÌÈ
ÌÀÃÈÑÒÐÀÍÒÓÐÛ ÑÎÖÈÀËÜÍÛÕ ÍÀÓÊ
Àðíå Ðàííèêìàå, Ìèèà Ðàííèêìàå, Äæàñê Ãîëáðóê
Ãëàâíàÿ öåëü èññëåäîâàíèÿ çàêëþ÷àëàñü â òîì, ÷òîáû âûÿñíèòü, êàê ñòóäåíòû ìàãèñòðàòóðû
ñîöèàëüíûõ íàóê ïîíèìàþò ñóùíîñòü íàóêè. Òàêæå íàñ èíòåðåñîâàëî âëèÿíèå ñðåäíåãî óðîâíÿ øêîëüíîãî
îáó÷åíèÿ íà ñîâðåìåííûå âçãëÿäû ñòóäåíòîâ î ñóùíîñòè íàóêè è ñîõðàííîñòü çíàíèé êóðñà ôèëîñîôèè
íàóêè íà èõ âçãëÿäû â áóäóùåì.
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Öåëåâîé ãðóïïîé èññëåäîâàíèÿ áûëè âûáðàíû ìàãèñòðàíòû ïåðâîãî êóðñà Ýñòîíñêîãî óíèâåðñèòåòà.
Èç íèõ: 21% ñïåöèàëèçèðîâàëèñü ïî ïñèõîëîãèè, 17% ïî ìàðêåòèíãó è 62% ïî ïðàâîâåäåíèþ.
Áîëüøèíñòâî ìàãèñòðàíòîâ, ïðèíèìàâøèõ ó÷àñòèå â ýêñïåðèìåíòå, îáëàäàëî îïûòîì ïðîôåññèè, îäíàêî
íà ïåðèîä çàâåðøåíèÿ ñðåäíåãî óðîâíÿ èõ îáó÷åíèÿ îí ñèëüíî âàðüèðîâàëñÿ. Âñå ñòóäåíòû ïðîñëóøàëè
êóðñ ñîâðåìåííîé ôèëîñîôèè íàóêè, â êîòîðîì îñíîâíîé àêöåíò äåëàëñÿ íà ñðàâíåíèå ìîäåðíèñòñêîé è
ïîñòìîäåðíèñòñêîé òðàêòîâêè íàóêè. Äàííûå ýêñïåðèìåíòà áûëè ñîáðàíû ïåðåä ýêçàìåíîì ïî ïðåäìåòó.
Ñòóäåíòîâ ïîïðîñèëè íàïèñàòü â òå÷åíèå 30 ìèíóò êðàòêîå ýññå, ñ ïîçèöèè ó÷èòåëÿ, à òàêæå ñîñòàâèòü
ïëàí êóðñà, äëÿ òîãî ÷òîáû îáúÿñíèòü ñòóäåíòàì ñðåäíåãî óðîâíÿ ñóùíîñòü ñîâðåìåííîé íàóêè è åå
ïðåèìóùåñòâî ïåðåä ïñåâäîíàóêîé.
Ðàáîòû ñòóäåíòîâ áûëè ïðîàíàëèçèðîâàíû èññëåäîâàòåëåì è íåçàâèñèìûì ýêñïåðòîì. Íà îñíîâàíèè
ïîëó÷åííûõ äàííûõ áûëè ñôîðìóëèðîâàíû 12 ïðèçíàêîâ îïèñàíèÿ ñòóäåí÷åñêèõ âçãëÿäîâ. Äàëåå, íà èõ
îñíîâàíèè áûëî âûäåëåíî 5 êàòåãîðèé, êîòîðûå îïèñûâàþò âñå èìåþùèåñÿ âçãëÿäû ìàãèñòðàíòîâ â ýññå.
Ïåðâàÿ êàòåãîðèÿ âêëþ÷àëà ñòóäåíòîâ, êîòîðûå ïîíèìàëè, ÷òî ñóùíîñòü íàóêè ÿâëÿåòñÿ ÷àñòüþ
íàó÷íîãî ïðîöåññà è ÷òî å¸ íåâîçìîæíî èçó÷àòü ðàçäåëüíî îò êîíòåêñòà. Íàó÷íàÿ ãðàìîòíîñòü
ìóëüòèðàçìåðíà è ïîíèìàíèå ñóùíîñòè íàóêè ýòèõ ñòóäåíòîâ àäåêâàòíà.
Âòîðàÿ êàòåãîðèÿ âêëþ÷àåò ñòóäåíòîâ, êîòîðûå îòîæäåñòâëÿþò íàóêó ñ èçó÷åííûìè ó÷åáíûìè
ïðåäìåòàìè ñðåäíåé øêîëû è òåìè ýêñïåðèìåíòàìè, êîòîðûå îíè îñóùåñòâëÿëè. Ñëåäîâàòåëüíî, èõ
ïîíèìàíèå ñóùíîñòè íàóêè îãðàíè÷åíî ðàìêàìè ó÷åáíûõ ïðåäìåòîâ.
Òðåòüÿ êàòåãîðèÿ ñòóäåíòîâ, õàðàêòåðèçîâàëàñü òåì, ÷òî îíè èñïîëüçîâàëè â ýññå çíàíèÿ, ïîëó÷åííûå
èç êóðñà ôèëîñîôèè íàóêè.
×åòâ¸ðòàÿ êàòåãîðèÿ âêëþ÷àëà ñòóäåíòîâ, êîòîðûå àêöåíòèðóþò âíèìàíèå íà äèôôåðåíöèàöèè
íàóêè è ïñåâäîíàóêè.
Ïÿòàÿ êàòåãîðèÿ âêëþ÷àëà ñòóäåíòîâ, â ÷üèõ ñòðóêòóðå ýññå îòñóòñòâîâàëà ãàðìîíèÿ è âíóòðåííÿÿ
ëîãèêà, è â êîòîðûõ ïðèñóòñòâîâàëè îøèáêè.
Â êà÷åñòâå âûâîäà ìîæíî óòâåðæäàòü, ÷òî ó ñòóäåíòîâ, ÷üè çíàíèÿ áûëè ïîëó÷åíû çà ïåðèîä îáó÷åíèÿ
â ñðåäíåì óðîâíå î ñóùíîñòè íàóêè, âåñüìà óñòîé÷èâû. Ýòè âçãëÿäû òðóäíî ïîääàþòñÿ èçìåíåíèÿì.
Ïîýòîìó, áîëüøåå çíà÷åíèå ñëåäóåò ïðèäàâàòü êóðñó ñîâðåìåííîé ôèëîñîôèè íàóêè â ìàãèñòðàòóðå è
îñóùåñòâëÿòü äèñêóññèþ î åå ñóùíîñòè.
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: ïîíèìàíèå ñóùíîñòè íàóêè, ôèëîñîôèÿ íàóêè, åñòåñòâåííîíàó÷íîå îáðàçîâàíèå.
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